Graph-theoretical assignment of secondary structure in multidimensional protein NMR spectra: application to the lac repressor headpiece.
A novel procedure is presented for the automatic identification of secondary structures in proteins from their corresponding NOE data. The method uses a branch of mathematics known as graph theory to identify prescribed NOE connectivity patterns characteristic of the regular secondary structures. Resonance assignment is achieved by connecting these patterns of secondary structure together, thereby matching the connected spin systems to specific segments of the protein sequence. The method known as SERENDIPITY refers to a set of routines developed in a modular fashion, where each program has one or several well-defined tasks. NOE templates for several secondary structure motifs have been developed and the method has been successfully applied to data obtained from NOESY-type spectra. The present report describes the application of the SERENDIPITY protocol to a 3D NOESY-HMQC spectrum of the 15N-labelled lac repressor headpiece protein. The application demonstrates that, under favourable conditions, fully automated identification of secondary structures and semi-automated assignment are feasible.